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Resumen
El objetivo de este proyecto es el diseño, la implementación y la evaluación de
una plataforma de calibración rotatoria para sensores inerciales de bajo coste.
Esta plataforma se utilizará para caracterizar y estimar correcciones de los
errores sistemáticos de una IMU, mejorando la calidad de los datos y sacando
mejor rendimiento a los sensores.
La motivación de este proyecto viene dada por al aumento en popularidad y
los avances tecnológicos de las IMUs basadas en tecnología MEMS. Para las
aplicaciones de mayor precisión y exactitud (p.e. navegación indoor) estos
sensores inerciales de bajo coste necesitan una calibración periódica y por lo
tanto se busca reducir costes en este proceso.
En el marco de este proyecto se ha realizado el diseño e implementación de
una plataforma de calibración de sensores inerciales de bajo coste teniendo en
cuenta una serie de requisitos técnicos especificados por el Centre Tecnològic
de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya (CTTC). Se han analizado los productos
actualmente existentes en el mercado, para entender la tecnología del sistema
y así seleccionar con criterio cada uno de los componentes de la plataforma de
calibración. Cabe destacar que el precio de dichas soluciones es varios
órdenes de magnitud superior al diseño propuesto en este proyecto.
La implementación mecánica se ha realizado en el laboratorio con la ayuda de
un modelo diseñado en Solidworks. La implementación electrónica se ha
llevado a cabo en el laboratorio integrando un sistema de procesado y un
circuito de conexionado usando conjuntamente fuentes de alimentación,
osciloscopios y generadores de funciones.
La plataforma de calibración ha sido sometida a una serie de pruebas de
validación, tanto software como hardware para comprobar que se satisfacen
los requisitos del sistema. Una vez verificada la plataforma se han diseñado e
implementado diferentes patrones de calibración. Se han realizado pruebas de
calibración de un sensor inercial y se han comparado los datos obtenidos entre
un sensor inercial calibrado y el mismo sensor sin calibrar.
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Overview

The main purpose of this project is to design, integrate and evaluate a rotatory
low cost calibration platform for inertial sensors. This platform will be used to
characterize and estimate systematic errors of an IMU, to improve the quality
of the data and the performance of its sensors.
The motivation to develop this project comes from the growth on popularity and
technological progress in MEMS based IMUs, because these low cost inertial
sensors need a regular calibration the necessity of a cheap method of
calibration appears.
The design of the calibration platform has been made taking into account
several requirements specified by the CTTC. Some current expensive solutions
have been analysed and studied in order to understand the technology and
then to select properly each component of the designed platform.
The integration of the platform has been done in the laboratory with the help of
a previously designed Solidworks model. The mechanical integration has been
performed in the laboratory using equipment such as a power supply, an
oscilloscope and a function generator.
The platform has been submitted to different validation tests, both software and
hardware, to ensure that the system requirements are accomplished.
Once the platform has been validated, a series of manoeuvres has been
designed in order to obtain the data to characterize and calibrate the main IMU
errors.
Finally some calibration tests based on an inertial sensor have been performed
in order to validate the correct operation of the platform. Several calibration
tests have been carried out on an inertial sensor and the calibrated and noncalibrated data have been compared.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project scope
The rapid development of MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) based
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) in the last decade has been driven by
technological advances in miniaturization, new materials and large scale
funding for commercial and military applications. These sensors technology is
leading to a constant growth on the number of applications such as
smartphones, georeferencing, camera stabilization, drones and sports
monitoring.
These MEMS based IMUs are calibrated once after manufacturing, but require
periodical calibration and the current platform calibration systems are expensive
and designed basically for high grade IMUs; for this reason the need of cheaper
calibration methods and hardware platforms.
Therefore the main objective of this project is to design, implement and validate
a low cost rotary calibration platform to calibrate low-cost IMUs.

1.2 Document overview
Chapter 2: The aim of this chapter is to analyse the current IMUs calibration
platforms, describing the existing calibration platforms available on the market
and the possible low cost solutions.
Chapter 3: This chapter describes the system requirements, functionalities and
a brief technical analysis of the required elements of the system.
Chapter 4: Describes the design of the rotary platform and the calibration
system, explaining the software logic and the calibration manoeuvres, as well
as justifying the component selection for the hardware design.
Chapter 5: This chapter analyses the performance of the platform, where some
tests are performed in order to characterize the efficiency of the calibration
platform.
Chapter 6: This chapter is focused on the calibration of an IMU by using the
designed calibration platform.
Chapter 7: Conclusions of the project.
Chapter 8: The outlook describes possible platform improvements and future
tasks to be performed.
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CHAPTER 2. IMU AND IMU’S CALIBRATION
PLATFORMS STATE-OF-THE-ART
2.1 Inertial systems
Inertial sensors measure forces in order to determine inertia (movement).
Inertial sensors comprise accelerometers and gyroscopes. An accelerometer
measures specific force and gyroscopes measures angular rates, both without
an external reference [1].
Accelerometers measure proper acceleration experienced by an object along a
single sensitive axis. Similarly, gyroscopes measure angular rate about a single
axis.
An IMU combines multiple accelerometers and gyros; sometimes
magnetometers are added to measure the magnetic field. There are usually
three of each placed in an orthogonal geometry, to produce a three dimensional
measurement of specific force and angular rate. With the data obtained from the
inertial sensors, one can compute the object’s relative position, velocity and
attitude (orientation) by means of dead reckoning algorithms.
Inertial sensors are typically grouped into five performance categories
depending on the inertial sensors performance: marine, aviation, intermediate,
tactical, and automotive [1].
Each category has different applications, as shown in Figure 1. The highest
grade of inertial sensors is the marine-grade and can cost in excess of a million
dollars; these are used in ships, submarines and some spacecraft. The next
grade is the aviation-grade with a price around 100.000 dollars; typical
applications are military and commercial aircrafts. An intermediate-grade IMU
can cost between 20.000 to 50.000 dollars and they are mainly used in small
aircrafts and helicopters. A tactical-grade IMU is typically used in guided
weapons and unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), and these systems cost around
1.000 to 20.000 dollars. The lowest grade of inertial sensors is known as
consumer or automotive-grade; they are typically used in pedometers, braking
systems, airbags, smartphones, etc. and its cost range is from 5 to 150 dollars
[1].
Inertial sensors measurements are usually distorted by different types of errors
coming from different sources, such as noise, scale factor, and bias variations,
mostly affected by temperature (non-linear, difficult to characterize), etc. When
using dead reckoning and integrating the IMU measurements these errors are
accumulated, leading to a significant drift in the position, velocity and attitude
outputs. Due to the degradation of these sensors, a periodical calibration is
needed; this is why calibration and sensor characterization is really important.

3
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Figure 1. Current accelerometer technology applications .

There are two types of calibration, the laboratory calibration and the on-board
calibration; this project will only focus on the laboratory calibration.
In order to correct and model the behaviour of the main inertial error sources
deterministic and stochastic processes are used.
The most relevant deterministic errors are:


Bias: For a given physical input, the sensor outputs a constant
measurement value, also known as an offset (Figure 2). The difference
between the real value (f(x)) and the measured output value (x) is the
bias (b) (Equation 1).
𝒃 = 𝒇(𝒙) − 𝒙

(1)

Bias can be divided into two components that describe the behaviour of
the bias over time: repeatability and stability.




1

Bias repeatability (Turn-on to Turn-on Bias): For each power
up of the IMU, the initial bias is different. This is due to a number
of effects, including change in the physical properties and the
initial conditions of the signal processing. A very repeatable bias
allows for better “tuning” of IMU parameters.
Bias Stability (In-run Bias): While the IMU is powered on, the
initial bias changes over time. This change in bias is often related
to temperature, time and/or mechanical stress on the system.

Source: Schmidt, 2011
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Table 1 compares the typical accelerometer and gyro biases for different
grades of IMU.
Table 1. Accelerometers and gyroscopes biases for different grades of IMU

IMU grade

Gyro bias (º/h)

Accelerometer bias (µg)

Marine

0.001

10

Aviation

0.01

3-10

Intermediate

0.1

100-1000

Tactical

1-10

1000-10000

10000
Automotive
10-100
Note. Source: Michael Kraft, Neil M White, Elsevier (2013). Mems for Automotive and
Aerospace Applications (p.190)



Scale Factor: Scale factor (S) error is the relation between an
increment/decrement on the input and the increment/decrement on the
output. If the input is 100%, the expected output is 100%. The actual
output (x) is the result of a linear effect, where the output is proportional
to the input (f(x)) but scaled (Figure 2) (Equation2) [2].
𝒙

𝑺 = 𝒇(𝒙)

(2)

Figure 2. Graphic representation of Bias and Scale factor errors.

These are the most relevant stochastic processes:


White Gaussian noise: White noise is a random process present in
every electronic sensor. It follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and a constant Power Spectral Density (PSD) value in frequency with
infinite wideband. The PSD constant value depends on the environment
(crowded city, space, etc.).
In inertial technology, it is often used to quantify the noise floor of the
sensors that is one of the main quality indicators [2].
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Random constant: Consists on a random value that remains constant
with time. In inertial technology, it is often used to describe the bias
variability of the sensor, since it can vary each turn on.



Random walk (RW): The random walk takes its name for its analogy
with a man walking in arbitrary directions with a fixed step length. So in
discrete form, at each value is equal to the previous value plus this extra
random value. An important characteristic of this process is that its
variance grows with time.
In inertial technology, RW processes are used to describe the uncertainty
in velocity due to the integration of Gaussian noise in acceleration.
Biases and scale factors are often modelled as random walk processes
to allow some variation after the initial calibration in case its value
changes with time or was not properly estimated initially [2].



Gauss-Markov: The Gauss-Markov (GM) is a zero mean stochastic
process.
In inertial technology, Gauss-Markov processes often are used to
describe the variation of biases and even gravity disturbances [3].

This project is focused on determining the IMU white noise, the bias and the
scale factor by means of using a rotary platform.

2.2 Calibration platforms
In order to calibrate IMUs, the most extended calibration system is based on
rotating platforms with a wide range of speeds depending on the weight2 and
accuracy.
Commercially available IMU calibration systems and rotary tables are usually
very expensive and large, usually dedicated to high grade IMUs. There is a
wide variety of commercial systems: 1-axis (Figure 3) rotary tables2,3, 2-axis
(Figure 4) tables4, and 3 axis platforms5.
There are some high grade platform models that even offer a temperature
chamber for the calibration measurements in order to add the temperature
coefficient into the calibration model (Figure 5).

2

Rotation stage: http://www.rotation-stage.com/
Koma precision: http://www.komaprecision.com/products.html
4
Acutronic 2 axis systems: http://www.acutronic.com/us/products/2-axis-rate-tables.html
5
Acutronic 3-axis systems: http://www.acutronic.com/us/products/3-axis-rate-tables.html
3
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Figure 3. Left: 1-axis rotary table 300 series by Linetech motion. Right: 1-axis rotary table by
Rotation stage

Figure 4. Left: 2-axis rate table series AC216 by Acutronic. Right: 2-axis rate table series
BD227 by Acutronic

Figure 5. Left: 3-axis rate table 1530 series by ideal Aerosmith. Right: 3-axis motion simulator
series AC357-TCG by Acutronic

There is no commercial mechanical system specifically designed for the
calibration of low cost IMUs. There are some mechanical systems, targeted at
other purposes than calibration, that could be used or adapted to perform the
calibration task, but they have drawbacks. For example, their design has limited
accuracy and limited rotation angles (continuous rotation is not possible) due to
its mechanical design6.

6

3 axis calibration platform: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMmsahIuY44

7
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In the robotics field exists the pan-tilt platforms that allow designing cheap
rotary systems solutions (Figure 6). Pan-tilt platforms are normally used for
camera stabilization platforms (Gimbals).

Figure 6. Left: 3-axis calibration platform. Right: pan-tilt camera platform used for calibration by
Madwick [1]

Other examples of platform concepts [4] (Figure 7) are the variable-geometry
truss and the carpal wrist [5]. They both feature a frame actuated by several
linear actuators. These linear actuators are able to generate linear motion and
therefore are more focused on accelerometers calibration.

Figure 7. Double-Octahedral Variable Geometry truss
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CHAPTER 3. REQUIREMENTS AND COMPONENTS
ANALYSIS
3.1 User requirements
The following user requirements, defined by the CTTC, have been the starting
point of this project. CTTC requests for a calibration with the next
characteristics:





Low cost calibration platform
2 perpendicular axes of rotation
Able to perform continuous rotation
Able to maintain an steady position

3.2 System requirements
The first exercise of the project has been to translate the above user
requirements into the following system requirements. In addition some system
requirements were also specified by the CTTC.

3.2.1 Design requirements
Table 2. Design requirements

1

Payload area

Payload area (IMU) minimum size = 15x10 cm2

2

Payload weight

Maximum weight of the payload = 0.3 kg

3

Structure weight

Structure maximum weight = 5 kg

4

Rotation axes

2 orthogonal axes

5

Rotation range

Continuous rotation

6

Feed all the system elements including the payload

8

Power source
Power
consumption
Control

9

Feedback

Measurement of platform position

10

Accuracy

11

Speed

Position accuracy <= 2 º
Minimum rotation speed = 10 Revolutions Per
Minute (RPM)

7

No limitations (AC/DC source)
Via microcontroller
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3.2.2 Functional requirements
Table 3. Functional requirements

12

Static mode
Dynamic
mode
Automatic
mode

13
14
15

Manual mode

The system must be able to stay in a fixed position
defined by the user
The system must be able to rotate continuously at a fixed
rate defined by the user
The system must include a calibration movement
manoeuvre
The system must be able to rotate with commands
provided by the user

3.2.3 Interface requirements
Table 4. Interface requirements

16

Data acquisition

17

Synchronization

18

Data logging

19

IMU
communication

The system must read the position of the motor and
time in order to calculate the velocity
The system must time synchronize the acquired
motor’s data, by using a time-stamp
Captured data must be saved into a non-volatile
memory
The system design must include the inertial sensor
communication interface wiring for future
developments

3.3 Generic component selection
To build the rotary platform that fulfils the requirements, the following elements
have been considered:







Motors: To fulfil the requirements 2, 5, 10 and 11 the platform needs two
motors, able to do continuous rotation, one for each axis to rotate the
platform and able to carry the defined payload at the required speed.
Motor Driver: Two motor drivers, one for each motor, in order to enable
the control of the motor movements.
Encoders: In order to have a feedback (requirement 9 and 10) and
measure the platform position, one encoder for each motor is needed.
Slip rings: To fulfil the rotation range and communication requirements
(requirements 5 and 19), one slip ring for each rotating axis to allow the
continuous rotation and maintain the communication wiring between the
static section and the rotary section of the platform.
Platform: The pan/tilt platform must be able to fulfil the requirements 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5; therefore it has to be able to carry the weight and size of
the payload, and rotate in two orthogonal axes.
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Microcontroller: The microcontroller is needed in order to fulfil the
requirements 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. The device must be in charge
of the system logics that automatically and manually moves the motors.
In addition, it acquires and synchronizes the encoder’s data.
Computer: Device needed to program the microcontroller, storage the
data logging and process acquired data (requirement 18).

3.4 Components technical analysis
3.4.1 DC motors
3.4.1.1 Stepper motors
A stepper motor is a brushless motor that divides a full rotation into a number of
equal steps; stepper motors are composed on these basic components [6]
(Figure 8):


Stators: Are the stationary components made of soft iron. Each stator is
wrapped with multiple windings or phases.



Rotors: the rotating component of the motor. This can either be
magnetized or non-magnetized.

7

Figure 8. Basic components of a stepper motor .

There are the three types of steppers, permanent magnet, variable reluctance
and hybrid [6]:
1. Permanent Magnet
This type of stepper motor is defined by incorporating a magnetized rotor.
Figure 9 shows a simplified permanent magnet where each stator is subdivided
in 2, for example A and A’.

7

Source: http://www.microchip.com
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Figure 9. Simplified permanent magnet stepper .

To rotate the rotor, voltage is applied to each phase sequentially, and current
begins to flow creating a polarity on each pole of that stator. Rotation is
accomplished by applying voltage to the individual phase in a particular
sequence. This means that to rotate in the opposite direction it is required to
reverse the voltage sequence.
To hold the rotor at a particular position, first the rotor needs to reach the
desired position and then voltage is maintained on that phase.

2. Variable Reluctance
This kind of stepper motor has a non-magnetized rotor and it is made of soft
iron. This rotor incorporates several teeth that are carefully offset from the stator
poles to accomplish rotation (Figure 10).
The stators windings are configured differently than permanent magnet motors.
All windings have a common terminal that is connected to a voltage source, and
another separate terminal. The resolution of this type of motor is proportional to
the number of teeth of the geared motor.

9

Figure 10. Simplified Variable reluctance stepper .

To rotate each winding, it is necessary to apply energy to each phase to create
a polarity on the stator poles; the rotor rotates to minimize the reluctance of the
magnetic flux path.
8
9

Source: http://www.microchip.com/
Source: http://www.microchip.com/
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3. Hybrid
This last type of stepper motor borrows the characteristics from both permanent
magnet motor and variable reluctance motors (Figure 11). The rotor is
magnetized, incorporates teeth and each stator has a number of teeth or poles.

Figure 11. Front view with stator configuration and winding diagram

10

.

11

Figure 12. Hybrid motor parts description .

The Figure 12 shows two rotors (left - north, and right - south), notice that the
teeth on one rotor is offset by a tooth as compared to the other rotor.

4. 2-phase vs 5-phase hybrid stepper motor comparison
Another characteristic of the hybrid stepper motors is the number of phases that
incorporates, typically is based on 2-phases and 5-phases. There are two key
differences between those 2 and 5 phase motors (Figure 13). The first one is
mechanical; a 2-phase motor stator is made up of 8 magnetic poles with small
teeth, while a 5-phase stator is made up of 10 magnetic poles.
Table 5. Differences between 2-phase and 5-phase stepper motors

2-phase

5-phase

Resolution

200 steps per
rotation

Inherent to its desing, 500 steps per
rotation

Vibration

More vibration

Less vibration than 2-phase

10
11

Source: http://www.microchip.com/
Source: http://www.microchip.com/
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Figure 13. 2-Phase motor and 5-Phase motor windings .

The second difference is the number of phases, is to say the different
combinations of poles that are energized in sequence to attract the rotor [7].
Once described the different types of the stepper motors, Table 6 summarizes
the comparison between them.
Table 6. Comparison between the different types of stepper motors

Characteristic

Permanent
magnet

Variable
Reluctance

Hybrid

Cost

Cheapest

Moderate

Most Expensive

Design

Moderately
complex

Simple

Complex

Resolution

30º - 3º /step

Torque vs
Speed
Noise

Quiet

Stepping

Full, Half and
Microstepping

≤1.8 º/step
Less pronounced
torque drop at
higher speeds
Noisy no matter
what type of
excitation
Typically FullStep only

Quiet
Full, Half and
Microstepping

3.4.1.2 Servo motors
A servo motor (Figure 14) is an electrical motor controlled with a
servomechanism.

12

Source: http://www.orientalmotors.com/
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It consists of an electromechanical actuator that rotates based on the interaction
between two magnetic bipoles, one fixed and the other one can rotate (rotor).
The fixed bipole can be either a permanent magnet or a Direct Current (DC)
powered electromagnet. The other bipole is a stator also called armature (a
ferromagnetic component with windings) powered by continous current wich its
polarity is inversed by a commutator every half-cycle of a rotation [8].

13

Figure 14. Servo motor parts .

In each half-cycle, each pole of the armature is attracted in a direction and
when it reaches the equilibrium point, the current is changed and therefore the
armature starts rotating in the other direction.
There are different types of servo motors depending on how the excitation field
is generated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Permanent magnet motors.
Independent excitation motors.
Shunt excitation motors.
Series excitation motors.
Compound excitation motors.

3.4.1.3 Stepper motors vs Servo motors
The following table compares the stepper and servo motors.
Table 7. Comparison between servomotors and stepper motors

Cost
Motor Life

13

Servomotor
Higher cost with equal
power rating
More frequent
maintenance due to
brushes replacement

Source: http://www.electrical4u.com

Stepper motor
Cheaper than servo for the
same power rating
The bearing are the wearing
parts, that gives and slight
edge on life
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Low speed
high torque

Lower

High speed
high torque

Maintain their torque to
about 90% of their no
load RPM

Torque to
inertia ratio

Very capable of
accelerating loads

Repeatability
Still Stability
Noise
Resonance
and vibration
(operating)
Note.
Source:

Depends on setup and
encoder quality
Resonates backward
and forward
Produce very little noise
Do not vibrate or have
resonance issues

cncroutersource
http://www.cncroutersource.com/

(2007).

Stepper motors provide
most torque at low speed
Stepper motors lose up to
80% of their maximum
torque at 90% of their
maximum RPM
Capable of accelerating
loads but not as well as
servos
Good repeatability because
of their mechanical structure
Very stable
Produce a slight hum due to
the control process
Vibrate slightly and have
some resonance issues
because of how operates
Stepper

vs

Servo

motors.

3.4.2 Motor Driver
A motor driver circuit is designed to drive an electromagnetic load, such as a
brushed or brushless motor, stepper motor or a solenoid or relay.
Motors typically require voltages and/or currents that can be difficult to provide
by the analogic or digital signal processing circuitry that controls them. The
motor driver provides the interface between the signal processing circuitry and
the motor itself. It is essentially the power source for the motor.
In addition to providing high-voltage and high-current drive, motor drivers also
often integrate control circuitry, such as current regulation or digital state
machines to operate the motor [9].


Driving a Brushed DC motor: Driving these motors for small
applications can be as simple as running the motor directly from a power
source and use a potentiometer to control the speed and a switch to
reverse its direction. If the motor is part of a more complex application it
is needed to use an integrated circuit driver and some logic control.



Driving a stepper motor: Stepper motors are typically driven by H
bridges, one per winding, with the output being under Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) control. The rotation angle is proportional to the
number of pulses, and the rotational speed is proportional to the
frequency of the pulses.
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3.4.3 Encoder
An encoder is a sensor of mechanical motion that generates digital signals in
response to motion. There are two different types of encoders: linear and rotary.
A linear encoder responds to motion along a path, while a rotary encoder
responds to rotational motion.
Encoders can use either optical or magnetic technology [10]:
 Optical encoders
Optical encoders use a glass disk with a pattern of lines on it, a metal or plastic
disk with slots (in a rotary encoder), or a glass or metal strip (in a linear
encoder). Light from a LED shines through the disk or strip onto one or more
photodetectors, which produce the encoder’s output.
 Magnetic encoders
Variable reluctance sensors detect changes in the magnetic field caused by the
presence or movement of a ferromagnetic object (Figure 15). The simplest
variable-reluctance rotary sensor, often called a magnetic pickup, consists of a
coil wound around a permanent magnet. This generates a voltage pulse when a
gear tooth moves past it [11].

14

Figure 15. Magnetic encoders inductive principle .

An encoder is generally categorized by the means of its output signal, it can be
incremental or absolute [12].
 Incremental encoders
Incremental encoders (Figure 16) provide a specific number of equally spaced
pulses per revolution (rotary) or millimetres (linear).

15

Figure 16. Optical incremental encoder simplified structure .
14
15

Source: https://www.dynapar.com
Source: http://www.tamagawa-seiki.com/
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A single-channel output is commonly implemented in applications in which
direction and position of movement is not significant.
Instances in which direction sensing is important, a 2-channel, quadrature,
output is used. The two channels, named A and B, are commonly 90 electrical
degrees out of phase and the electronic components determine the direction
based on the phase relationship between the two channels. The position of an
incremental encoder is estimated position by position by counting the number of
pulses. For example (Figure 17), if the last value was 00 and the current value
is 01, the device has moved one half step in the clockwise direction.

16

Figure 17. A and B pulse diagram and coding table example .

Additionally some incremental encoders output a “Z” signal (Figure 18). Once
every rotation, this Z signal is rising for typically 90 °, on the exact same
position. This can be used as an accurate reference point position.
Some incremental encoders also have additional differential signals, called “/A”,
“/B” and “/Z”. These signals are the inverse “A”, “B” and “Z” signals and are
normally used for differential communications protocols in order to eliminate
common noise and interference signal.

17

Figure 18. Typical A, B and Z pulse diagram .

16
17

Source: http://www.anaheimautomation.com/
Source: https://www.posital.com
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Absolute encoder

An absolute encoder (Figure 19) generates digital words that represent the
encoder’s actual position, as well as its speed and direction of motion. If power
is lost, its output will be correct whenever power is restored.
An absolute encoder’s resolution is defined as the number of bits in its output
word. This output can be in straight binary or in Gray code, which produces only
a single change at each step to reduce errors.

18

Figure 19. Optical absolute encoder simplified structure .

3.4.4 Slip ring
A slip ring (Figure 20) is an electromechanical device that allows the
transmission of power and electrical signals from a stationary to a rotating
structure [13].
Typically, slip ring consists of a stationary contact (brush) which rubs on the
outside diameter of a rotating metal ring. As the metal ring turns, the electric
current or signal is conducted through the stationary brush to the metal ring
making the connection. Additional ring/brush assemblies are stacked along the
rotating axis if more than one electrical circuit is needed. Either the brushes or
the rings are stationary and the other component rotates.

19

Figure 20. Slip ring parts .

18
19

Source: http://www.tamagawa-seiki.com/
Source: http://rotarysystems.com
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3.4.5 Platform
A pan/tilt platform is needed in order to fix the IMU to the platform. This platform
must be able to rotate in 2 orthogonal axes, and be able to carry the payload
defined by the requirements.

3.4.6 Microcontroller
A microcontroller is an integrated circuit containing a processor core, memory,
and programmable input/output peripherals.
Microcontrollers are normally used in automatically controlled products and
devices, such as automobile engine control systems, remote controls, office
machines, appliances, power tools, etc. By reducing the size and cost
compared to a design that uses a separate microcontroller, memory, and
input/output devices, microcontrollers make it economical to digitally control
even more devices and processes.
Microcontrollers must provide real-time response to events in the embedded
system they are controlling. When certain events occur, an interrupt system can
signal the processor to suspend processing the current instruction sequence
and to begin an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR, or "interrupt handler") which will
perform any processing required based on the source of the interrupt, before
returning to the original instruction sequence.

3.4.7 Computer
The computer must be able to run:


Solidworks software in order to design the hardware platform mode.



Microcontroller programming software in order to program the code and
run the software.



Matlab software to process and analyse the obtained data.



A communication software interface to receive and save the platform
data.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN
4.1 Calibration platform design
4.1.1 Conceptual design
Figure 21 shows the basic idea of the project.

Figure 21. Conceptual design diagram

The microcontroller is in charge of giving the rotation orders to the drivers which
are going to provide the power to the motors in order to rotate to the desired
position. In addition the microcontroller reads the encoder’s input
measurements of the motors rotation, closing the loop of the system to verify
the motor rotations.
The microcontroller must be programmed to perform a sequence of positions
and rotations automatically; in addition the microcontroller also needs to
interpret manual movements provided by commands from the user.

4.1.2 Platform design
A Solidworks 3D project has been made to design the platform (Figure 22). This
design is essential to manufacture the 3D printed components and for taking the
decisions to buy and assemble other parts. To read a more extended and
detailed description of the hardware and some decisions on the manufacturing
go to Annex 1.
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Figure 22. Platform Solidworks model

4.1.3 Component selection
4.1.3.1 Motor and encoder (A)
The stepper motor technology has been the selected one, instead of the servo
motors, mainly due to two issues: the system does not need to work at high
speeds and also because the system requires staying at steady positions where
stepper motors are more stable.
The other obvious choice would have been selecting a 5-phase motor over a 2phase one, but due to a limited project budget the chosen motors are 2-phase
models.
The selected motors are two PKP244MD15A-R2FL-L from Oriental motors
company. Below, on Table 8, their main specifications are shown.
Table 8. PKP244MD15A-R2FL-L main specifications

Motor type
Frame size
Holding torque
Step angle
Connection type
Current per phase
Weight

2-Phase
42 mm
0.42 N.m / 4,28 kg.cm
0.9º
Bipolar
1.5 A/phase
0.31 kg
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Figure 23. Speed – Torque graph

The motor specifications satisfies the project specifications, because it is a low
weight motor with enough torque (Figure 23) for the speed requirements and
0.9º is the best resolution available for a 2-phase stepper motor.
This motor model includes an encoder. These are the encoder specifications:
Table 9. PKP series encoder specifications

Encoder type

Line driver

Encoder resolution (P/R)

400

Output

3 channel A,B,Z,/A,/B,/Z

Response frequency

100 kHz

4.1.3.2 Driver (B)
The stepper motor driver chosen for the selected motors are two DRV8825, one
for each motor. The DRV8825 is a motor driver that has two H-bridge drivers
and a microstepping indexer to drive a bipolar stepper motor.
Table 10. DRV8825 main specifications

Operating supply voltage

8.2 – 45 V

Root Mean Square (RMS) output current

1.8 A

Peak output current

2.5 A

Operating temperature range

-40 to 85 ºC

This is a very common driver to control these kind of 2-phase stepper motors,
with 1.8 A of current per phase and enough range of operative voltage.
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4.1.3.3 Slip rings (C)
Because of the continuous rotation requirement it is needed to implement slip
rings technology, one for each motor, in order to avoid tangling cables. Taking
into account the design, a Through Hole (TH) slip ring (Figure 24) is required for
the pan rotation movement. While for the tilt rotation a simpler and cheaper
model is enough (Figure 25).
Table 11. Through hole slip ring specifications

Hole diameter

12.7 mm

Current per circuit

10 A

Number of circuits

12

Operational speed

800 RPM

Figure 24. TH slip ring
Table 12. Slip ring specifications

Current per circuit

2A

Number of circuits

12

Operational speed

250 RPM

Figure 25. 12 connections slip ring

4.1.3.4 Pan/tilt platform (D)
To simplify the design and reduce costs it was decided to buy a premade
drive/tilt platform (Figure 26) made of plastic and aluminium.

Figure 26. DDT560 drive/tilt platform by Servocity

This platform can handle a payload of 1.3 kg and can rotate 360º in two axes.
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4.1.3.5 Microcontroller (E)
Arduino is an open-source prototyping platform based on hardware, software,
and easy tools for fast prototyping; therefore it has been selected the Arduino
technology. The Arduino programming language is based on Wiring. To choose
the most suitable Arduino model, some aspects need to be considered: some
Arduinos have a limited number of digital Input/Output (I/O) pins, the number of
interrupts to read the encoder and the computational power.
Due to the need of 6 interrupts (one for each A, B and Z signals of each
encoder) the Arduino Mega has been selected.
Table 13. Arduino Mega specifications

Input voltage range

Analog input pins

6-20 V (7-12 recommended)
54 (of which 15 provide PWM
output)
16

DC current per I/O pin

40 mA

Clock speed

16 MHz

External interrupts

6

Digital I/O pins

Each of the 54 digital pins can be used as an input or output (GPIO), and some
have specialized functions:






4 serial ports used to transmit/receive data.
6 external interrupts.
15 PWM ports that provide 8-bit PWM output.
1 SPI.
1 LED.

Each analogue input provides 10 bits of resolution and some have specialized
functionality.
4.1.3.6 Other components
In order to attach the motors and the slip rings to the pan/tilt platform some
mechanical accessory components are required. Some components were
bought and other have been designed and 3D printed in order to attach the
elements to the custom platform. For more detailed information about the
accessory components go to ANNEX 2.
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4.1.4 System design
4.1.4.1 Conceptual design
The Figure 27 shows the system conceptual diagram, where an external
computer is in charge of programming and debugging the Arduino. In addition
the computer receives the information from Arduino and logs the captured
rotation data. Also a communication interface between the Arduino and the IMU
has been designed (this interface will be implemented for future developments).

Figure 27. System conceptual design diagram

4.1.4.2 Electronic design
The following designs have been implemented on a protoboard. With the help of
the director of the project the design was translated to a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB). For more information about the PCB design, go to ANNEX 4 and 5.
4.1.4.2.1 Communication design
The connection diagram (Figure 28) shows how the Arduino controls both motor
drivers with 2 digital signals each (the “DIR” for the direction of rotation and the
“STEP” for the step frequency). Then, each of the drivers is able to control a
single motor.
For each encoder, the Arduino uses 3 input digital signals for the interruptions
(A, B and Z signals). Both encoders are continuously generating pulse signals
and sending them to the Arduino.
The communication with the IMU will be via Serial (2 digital pins RX and TX).
Finally an external computer is in charge of programming the Arduino and
receiving data via USB.
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Figure 28. Connection Diagram

4.1.4.2.2 Power Design
To power the whole system a PC power supply has been selected, because
there is no size limitation, as the system is always going to be fixed and
connected to an AC power socket, and also provides enough power and the
needed voltage levels. Figure 29 shows the power diagram.

Figure 29. Power diagram

The 12 V and 5 V outputs signals from the power supply are used. The Arduino,
both drivers and the IMU are powered with 12 V while the encoders are
powered at 5 V each.
The drivers are able to provide the power for each motor with 1.5 A per phase.
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4.2 Calibration Manoeuvres
In order to calibrate an IMU, some manoeuvres have been designed, these
manoeuvres consists on a programmed sequence of movements to control the
position and velocity of the platform. The aim of these manoeuvres is to
characterize the noise and estimate the bias and the scale factor of the
accelerometers and gyroscopes.
To choose among manoeuvres, a series of two jumpers has been designed,
implemented and used in the programming of the Arduino.
All the calibration manoeuvres should be done in each of the three axes, but the
calibration platform can only rotate in two axes, so the third rotation axis can
only be accomplished by manually changing the IMU orientation by 90 degrees.

4.2.1 Accelerometer manoeuvres
4.2.1.1 Bias manoeuvre
A manoeuvre to estimate the accelerometer bias has been designed. This
manoeuvre consists on setting up the IMU to an initial position (perpendicular to
the ground) and then it remains static on that position for a given time and then
the upper motor is rotated 90º. Afterwards this process is repeated three more
times until a full rotation has been completed. This procedure has to be done on
each axis in order to measure the gravity in two senses (positive and negative).
The bias is estimated as the difference between the positive and the negative
measurements along each axis.
4.2.1.2 Scale factor manoeuvre
In order to estimate the accelerometer’s scale factor, the designed manoeuvre
sets up the IMU to the initial position (perpendicular to the ground) and then
performing eight 45º rotations on the upper motor, remaining static in between
the different positions for a given amount of time. Concerning the estimation of
the scale factor, the non-linearity component, is computed by comparing the
ratios of the measurements between the 45º, 135º, 225º and 315º positions and
the 90º, 180º, 270º an 360º positions.

4.2.2 Gyroscope manoeuvres
4.2.2.1 Bias manoeuvre
To estimate the gyroscope bias, the designed manoeuvres consists of rotating
clockwise around each axis at a given speed for a given time and then rotate at
the same speed counterclockwise for another time period. The bias is estimated
as the difference between the clockwise values and the opposite direction
values.
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4.2.2.2 Scale factor manoeuvre
The scale factor manoeuvre is based on, setting up the IMU in an initial position
and then rotate it at a constant speed for a given amount of time, increasing the
rotation speed afterwards. Then the scale factor is obtained by calculating the
difference between the speeds measurements respect the theoretical rate.

4.2.3 Software architecture
To implement the manoeuvres a program has been coded in the Arduino
software (Figure 30).
Once started, the program selects among the available manoeuvres according
to the actual configuration of the jumpers.
Then the Main loop proceeds to do the manoeuvre loop.
4.2.3.1 Libraries
In order to program the Arduino, some libraries are used such as the Stepper
library, which allows the control of unipolar or a bipolar stepper motor, and the
Arduino library (for reading input pins, serial communication, ping and interrupts
assignments and taking the internal time). The Stepper library has the following
functions:
 Stepper(steps, pin1, pin2). Parameters (steps in one revolution of the
motor, pins attached to the motor): This function creates a new instance of
the Stepper class that represents a particular stepper motor attached to
the Arduino board.
 SetSpeed(rpm). Parameters (the speed at which the motor should turn in
rotations per minute): Sets the motor speed in rotations per minute
(RPMs).
 step(steps). Parameters (The number of steps to turn the motor): Turns
the motor a specific number of steps (clockwise if the number is positive
and counterclockwise if it is negative), at a speed determined by the most
recent call to setSpeed().
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Figure 30. Program logic diagram
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4.2.3.2 Functions
These are the functions implemented on the Arduino:
4.2.3.2.1 Interrupt functions
The interrupt functions are executed every time the encoders generate a signal,
and there is one function for every encoder signal, and for each encoder, is to
say a total of 6 interrupt functions.
 EncoderA: Reads the encoder A signal when a change on the voltage
level occurs. Then compares both the signal of the A and the B signals to
determine if it is rotating clockwise or counterclockwise and increases the
teeth counter.
 EncoderB: The same procedures as the encoderA function with the
difference that detects the interrupts on the B signal.
 EncoderZ: The function reads a high-to-low on the Z signal and increases
the rotations counter.
4.2.3.2.2 Main set up
Defines all the needed pins and configures them into inputs and outputs, and
attaches the interrupts to its designed pins. Then initializes the serial port and
sets the motors speed; after that it rotates each motor until each channel Z
reads the signal, to set up each motor into its initial position. Finally, depending
on the jumper’s configuration, it writes its respective header.
4.2.3.2.3 Main loop
Depending on the jumpers configuration, the system decides which manoeuvre
loop execute.
4.2.3.2.4 Manoeuvres loops
These functions implement the manoeuvres, where the orders to motors are
given and the data is read:
 loopAccel: Applies the two manoeuvres related to accelerometers (bias
and scale factor).
 loopGyrobias: Executes the gyroscope bias manoeuvre.
 loopGyroSF: Applies the gyroscope scale factor manoeuvre.
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 loopmanual: Reads the serial input by the user, if it is a number from 1 to
9 it will change the number of steps at a time as showed in the Table 14.
Table 14. Serial input conversion

Number input Steps at a time Degrees at a time (º)
1
1 step
0.9
2
3 steps
2.7
3
6 steps
5.4
4
12 steps
10.8
5
25 steps
22.5
6
50 steps
45
7
100 steps
90
8
200 steps
180
9
400 steps
360
If the serial input is “W” or “S” it will rotate the upper motor either clockwise or
counterclockwise a number of steps given by the number from the Table 14,
and if it is an “A” or “D” the lower motor will move clockwise or counterclockwise
the same number of steps.

4.3 Rotary platform final design
Figure 31 shows the final state of the rotary platform with the platform fixed on a
base along the PC power supply and the PCB with the Arduino and drivers.
This design has the small IMU base (15 cm x 6 cm) mounted.

Figure 31. Rotary platform final design
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CHAPTER 5. PLATFORM PERFORMANCE
In order to characterise the calibration platform, it went through a series of
performance tests; the tests were performed twice, one without payload and the
second with a payload of 150 g, simulating the weight of the smartphone. Also
the tests were performed with two different IMU bases.
Note that in the several tables below, the numbers in bold correspond to the
smaller IMU base (15 cm x 6 cm) instead of the bigger IMU base (15 cm x 15
cm, since it weighs less and the motor can work at higher speeds. The ‘X’
represents unsuccessful tests while the ‘-‘ represents tests that were not
performed.
Because the lower motor is supporting more weight, the velocity that can reach
is significantly lower compared to the upper motor; therefore each motor will be
treated different.

5.1 Platform rotation tests
The first rotation test consists of performing a 90º turn. By using the values from
the encoder it is possible to measure the exactitude of the motor’s turn. In
addition the maximum speed of the motor is estimated. These are the results
after doing a 90º turn 40 times:
Table 15. Upper motor 90º turns test results

Mean

Weightless
Standard deviation
(𝝈)(º)
0

Smartphone weight : 150g
Mean
Standard deviation
(𝒙
̅)(º)
(𝝈)(º)
90
0

Speed
(RPM)

(𝒙
̅)(º)

5

90

10

90

0

90

0

15

90

0

90

0

20

90

0

90

0

25

90

0

90

0

30

90

0

90

0

35

90

0

90

0

40

90

0

90

0

45

90

0

X

X

50

90

0

-

-

55
89.08
1.68
Note. The standard deviation is shown taking into account that the resolution of the
motor is 0.9º.
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Table 16. Lower motor 90º turns test results

Weightless
Standard deviation
(𝝈)(º)

Smartphone weight : 150 g
Mean
Standard deviation
(𝒙
̅)(º)
(𝝈)(º)

Speed
(RPM)

Mean
(𝒙
̅)(º)

3

90

0

90

0

4

90

0

90

0

5

90

0

90

0

6
X
X
X
X
Note. The standard deviation is shown taking into account that the resolution of the
motor is 0.9º.

From this test we can observe the maximum speeds of the motors. The upper
motor maximum speed with no payload is 50 RPM while with payload can reach
up to 40 RPM; the lower motor, on the contrary, can only reach 5 RPM and it is
not affected by the weight of the payload. This test also concludes that the
lower motor does not satisfy the speed requirement.
The second test performed consists of measuring the exactitude when rotating
continuously. As in the previous test by using the encoder data it is possible to
measure the exactitude of the rotation. These are the results after doing 30 full
rotations:
Table 17. Upper motor full rotation precision test results

Weightless
Speed (RPM)
5
10
15
20
25

(𝒙
̅)(º)

30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

Smartphone weight : 150g

(𝒙
̅)(º)

360
360
360
360
360

(𝝈)(º)
0
0
0
0
0

360
360
360
360
360

(𝝈)(º)
0
0
0
0
0

360
360
360
360
360
360
360
X

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X

360
360
360
360
360
360
X
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
X
-

Note. The standard deviation is shown taking into account that the resolution of the
motor is 0.9º.
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Table 18. Lower motor full rotation precision test results

Weightless

Smartphone weight : 150g

Speed
(RPM)
3

(𝒙
̅)(º)

(𝝈)(º)

(𝒙
̅)(º)

(𝝈)(º)

360

0

360

0

4

360

0

360

0

5

360

0

360

0

6
X
X
X
X
Note. The standard deviation is shown taking into account that the resolution of the
motor is 0.9º.

The result of this test shows that the upper motor can work at higher speeds
than the test before. The reason is because the motor is not stopping in the 90º
and 270º positions, which are positions that need more torque due to instability;
therefore it is harder for the motor to accelerate.
The last rotation test consists of measuring the rotation speed exactitude. It
consists of performing 10 full rotations at different speeds. By using the Arduino
time-stamp from the beginning and the end of the test, it is possible to measure
the motor speed.
Table 19. Upper motor speed tests results

Weightless

Smartphone weight : 150g

Speed
(RPM)
5

̅)
Measured RPM (𝒙

(𝝈) RPM

̅)
Measured RPM (𝒙

(𝝈) RPM

5.00031

0.00004

X

X

10

9.99433

0.00024

9.99440

0.00028

15

14.9978

0.00017

14.9979

0.00020

20

19.9832

0.00056

19.9825

0.00056

25

24.990

0.00057

24.9908

0.00087

30

29.9353

0.00067

29.9377

0.00082

35

34.9544

0.00091

34.9516

0.00112

40

39.8650

0.00221

39.8671

0.00216

45

44.8250

0.00280

44.8129

0.00273

50

49.8140

0.00346

49.8080

0.00207

55

54.7690

0.00418

54.7783

0.00479

60

59.6392

0.00342

X

X

65

X

X

-

-
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Table 20. Lower motor speed tests results

Weightless

Smartphone weight : 150g

Speed
(RPM)

̅)
Measured RPM (𝒙

3

3.00047

(𝝈)
RPM
0.000044

3.00047

(𝝈)
RPM
0.000045

4

4.00018

0.000063

4.00018

0.000063

5

5.00056

0.000099

5.00056

0.000098

6

X

X

X

X

̅)
Measured RPM (𝒙

This last test shows the velocity exactitude of the motors. The time-stamps can
introduce small errors in the estimation of the time due to software delays. As
speed raises the measures of the velocity exactitude worsens.

5.2 Platform noise tests
5.2.1 Static noise
The platform has been submitted to different tests in order to see if it introduces
additional noise in static position. For example, structural vibrations introduce
noise to the sensor’s data; therefore it is necessary to characterize the platform
noise in terms of power and frequency.
To perform the tests the inertial sensors of a smartphone has been used. The
axes of the smartphone are shown in Figure 32 and the Y axis is aligned with
the upper motor’s axis of rotation and the Z axis is aligned with the lower
motor’s axis of rotation. The frequency of data acquisition of the smartphone is
100Hz.

Figure 32. Smartphone reference coordinate

The theoretical white noise of the smartphone accelerometers, extracted from
the datasheet, is at around 10−3 𝑚/𝑠 2 and the gyroscope’s noise at 10−5 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠.
Therefore any noise below these thresholds cannot be detected with this
smartphone.
The first test was done with the smartphone over a table, doing a static
acquisition over 5 min; Figure 33 shows the power of the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the accelerometers data of each axis over frequency.
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Figure 33. Accelerometers data on top of a table on the laboratory.

Analysing the noise of the inertial data, some peaks at certain frequencies were
detected. As Figure 33 shows the most remarkable on the X axis is a peak of
6𝑥10−3 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 on 4 Hz; in the Y axis a peak of 2𝑥10−3 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 on 6 Hz and its
harmonic on 12 Hz and another peak of 1.5𝑥10−3 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 at 14 Hz; on the Z
axis the most noticeable peak is of 2𝑥10−3 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 at 22 Hz.
To see if the noise source was coming from the environment, due to the
unstable table used and that the laboratory placed on a third floor, the same test
was done on a stabilized table and the Figure 34 shows the result.

Figure 34. Accelerometers data on stabilized table

As the results show, the first table was introducing noise; therefore in order to
characterize the platform, all tests must be done on a stabilized table. The
mean values of the noise shown in Figure 34 are consistent with the theoretical
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ones. As a result of the previous analysis, all the tests presented from now on
were done in the stabilized table.
The first test consists of putting the smartphone on the platform not powered (to
see if the platform’s structure introduces noise), Figure 35.

Figure 35. Accelerometers data on platform not powered.

The Figure 35 shows a peak of 4𝑥10−3 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 at the frequency of 12 Hz on
the X axis. By testing with different smartphones this noise frequency changes
and in some of them it even disappears. The conclusion is that this peak is
introduced by the interaction of the smartphone with the platform.
The second test was made to detect noise at difference frequencies introduced
by the platform’s motors. Therefore two tests were done, one mounting the
smartphone on the platform only with the upper motor powered Figure 36, and
the other with only the lower motor powered Figure 37.

Figure 36. Accelerometers data of upper motor powered
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Figure 37. Accelerometers data of lower motor powered

The results of these tests show how the upper motor introduces two peaks on
the Z axis at the higher frequencies, one at 40 Hz of 1.5𝑥10−2 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 and the
other at 45 Hz of 2𝑥10−2 (𝑚/𝑠 2 )2 ; while the lower motor does not introduce any
significant peak (the peak at 12 Hz of Figure 37 is the peak introduce by the
interaction of the mobile with the platform).

Figure 38. Accelerometers data of both motors powered

Finally Figure 38 shows the result of mounting the smartphone over the platform
with both motors powered and shows how the results of Figure 36 and Figure
37 are added.
The tests had been also made acquiring data from the gyroscopes. The
obtained gyroscope noise results match with the accelerometers noise one.
Figure 39 shows the data with both motors powered on the platform to observe
the scale of the noise in the gyroscopes.
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Figure 39. Gyroscopes data of both motor powered

Table 21 summarizes the most significant noise frequency peaks per axis of the
gyroscopes and accelerometers.
Table 21. Frequency peaks of gyroscopes and accelerometers.

Gyroscope

Accelerometer

Axis Frequency (Hz) Value ((𝒓𝒂𝒅/𝒔)𝟐 ) Frequency (Hz) Value ((𝒎/𝒔𝟐 )𝟐 )
4𝑥10−3
X
12
Y
Z

12 Hz

3𝑥10−5

11

2𝑥10−3

40 Hz

1.25𝑥10−4

40

1𝑥10−2

46 Hz

1.5𝑥10−4

45

1.5𝑥10−2

Finally it was computed, by doing the standard deviation of the values of a static
period, the white noise (𝝈). Table 22 shows the comparison of the white noise
estimated on the stabilized table (𝝈𝟏 ) and the white noise estimated on top of
the platform (𝝈𝟐 ).
Table 22. Static noise on stabilized table vs noise on platform

ωx ( 𝒓𝒂𝒅/𝒔) ωy (𝒓𝒂𝒅/𝒔) ωz (𝒓𝒂𝒅/𝒔) Ax (𝒎/𝒔𝟐 ) Ay (𝒎/𝒔𝟐 ) Az (𝒎/𝒔𝟐 )

𝝈𝟏

5.18𝑥10−4

8.71𝑥10−4

9.48𝑥10−4

0.0096

0.0104

0.0109

𝝈𝟐

6.55𝑥10−4

1.9𝑥10−3

8.61𝑥10−4

0.0221

0.0108

0.0211

As Table 22 shows, to estimate the white noise, it must be computed on a
stabilized table instead of the platform.
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5.2.2 Dynamic noise
In order to see if the platform introduces additional noise while rotating
continuously, a test was done on both motors, the lower motor was tested at 3
and 5 RPM and the upper from 10 to 35 RPM, these speeds are chosen
because are the range of the speed selected to do the manoeuvres. The
measurements were obtained with the gyroscopes of a smartphone. These are
the results after doing a FFT of the data obtained.

Figure 40. Lower motor dynamic noise test

Figure 40 shows that the lower motor introduces a high peak of
10−1 (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)2 at 20 Hz at 3 RPM and another peak of 10−2 (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)2 at 34 Hz at
5 RPM.

Figure 41. Upper motor dynamic noise test

Figure 41 shows that the upper motor introduces peaks of 9𝑥10−2 (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)2 at
34 Hz and 2𝑥10−2 (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)2 at 26 Hz at 10 RPM. The conclusion is that the
upper motor must be run at speed higher than 10 RPM.
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5.3 Power consumption
To estimate the power consumption of the system two measurements were
performed.
The first measurement was done on the 5V line, measuring the amperage that
was passing through while the platform was powered. The power is calculated
by multiplying the amperage and the voltage. The second measurement was
made on the 12V line, again measuring the amperage and multiplying it by the
voltage. Finally to calculate the total power consumed, both values of power are
added. Table 23 shows the values.
Table 23. Power consumption

Voltage (V) Amperage (A) Power (W) Total Power (W)
5

0.258

1.29

12

1.310

15.72

17.01
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CHAPTER 6. USE CASE: IMU CALIBRATION
The IMU selected was a Bosch installed on a smartphone; due to some
mechanical restrictions the scale factor of the accelerometer on the Y axis could
not be calibrated.
In order to calibrate this smartphone IMU, the manoeuvres described on
chapter 4 were used with the following parameters.




Accelerometer bias and scale factor: the platform remains 10 seconds in
each static position.
Gyroscope bias: the selected velocity of rotation of the upper motor is 20
RPM and for the lower motor is 5 RPM.
Gyroscope scale factor: the selected speeds for the upper motor are 20
and 30 RPM, and for the lower motor are 3 and 5 RPM.

With the acquired data from those tests, the value of the bias and scale factor
has been estimated for each gyroscope axis (ωx, ωy, ωz) and accelerometer
axis (Ax, Ay ,Az).
The values bias and scale factor were computed this way:


The accelerometer bias is estimated as the difference of the mean
values between opposite motor positions, about 180º. The gyroscopes
bias is estimated as the difference of the mean values between rotations
clockwise and counterclockwise.
 The scale factor on the accelerometers (𝑆𝐹𝑎 ) and the gyroscopes (𝑆𝐹𝑔 )
are computed with Equation 3 and 4.

𝑆𝐹𝑎 =

2 𝑥45
√2 𝑥90

(3)

𝑆𝐹𝑔 =

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 1
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 2

∗

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 1
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 2

(4)

Table 24. Bias and scale factor results

Bias
Scale
Factor

ωx

ωy

ωz

Ax

Ay

Az

8.16x10−4
rad/s

3.87x10−4
rad/s

4.08x10−4
rad/s

0.7960
m/s2

-0.7472
m/s 2

0.6658
m/s2

0.9990

1.0016

0.9991

1.0295

-

1.0282

In order to validate the estimated bias and scale factor (Table 24) another
acquisition was performed; the following figures show the accelerometers data,
calibrated and the non-calibrated.
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Figure 42. Accelerometer X calibration

Figure 43. Accelerometer Y calibration

Figure 42 and Figure 43 show how the calibration improves the data on the
accelerometers. It can be appreciated that the calibrated value never surpasses
the gravity value and is closer to 0 when perpendicular, while the non-calibrated
values sometimes are over the gravity value.
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A misalignment can also be noticed since the symmetric positions along the
same axis are not giving the same value. This misalignment is the addition of
the possible non-orthogonality of the IMU, the bad orientation of the IMU with
the smartphone and the platform misalignment.
The following figures show the gyroscopes tests that were performed in order to
compare the calibrated and the non-calibrated measurements. Note that the
data from the X and Z axes were obtained with the lower motor while the Y axis
was obtained with the upper motor.

Figure 44. Gyroscope X calibration

Figure 45. Gyroscope Y calibration
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Figure 46. Gyroscope Z calibration

Figure 47. Gyroscope Y calibration zoom

Figure 44, Figure 45 and Figure 46 show how the values of the calibrated
compared to the non-calibrated curves cannot be appreciated because the
noise introduced by the platform is bigger than the applied correction. However
as Figure 47 shows it has been possible to calibrate the gyroscopes and the
results are slightly better.
It can also be appreciated how the motors (especially the lower motor)
introduces a damping effect when accelerating. The lower motor has a
stabilization time of 8 seconds while the upper motor has a stabilization time of
0.8 seconds.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
A low cost rotary calibration platform has been designed, implemented and
evaluated. This procedure is divided in three parts, the mechanic, the electronic
and the software.
The main features of the platform are its ability to spin in two orthogonal axes at
continuous rotation and to remain at static positions.
The platform has been exposed to several tests in order to evaluate positioning
precision, speed precision, static noise, dynamic noise and power consumption.
The rotary platform introduces static and dynamic noise due to several factors.
The first factor is mechanical, mainly due to the shaft couplers design that is
inducing vibrations and limiting the stability of the platform while rotating. The
second source of noise is introduced by the internal vibrations of the motors.
The maximum speed of the lower motor is 5 RPM and it is limited by the overall
weight that has to carry and the fastening of its shaft. This limitation was
unexpected and it affects the scale factor estimation of the gyroscopes X and Z
axes decreasing its dynamic range. On the other hand, the upper motor
maximum speed is 50 RPM and its minimum is 15 RPM.
In order to evaluate the rotary platform a smartphone IMU has been calibrated.
The designed calibration manoeuvres were executed and the results show that
the bias and the scale factor can be successfully estimated. When calibrating
the accelerometers the platform introduces static noise, on the other hand when
calibrating the gyroscopes the platform introduces dynamic noise. Due to the
dynamic noise being higher than the static noise, the gyroscope calibration is
not as precise as the accelerometers.
An operator can take use of the rotary platform easily mainly because of the
jumpers design and the provided testing results and documentation.
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CHAPTER 8. OUTLOOK
To improve the design and the performance of the calibration platform the
following hardware tasks are proposed:


Replace the lower motor with one with more torque to increase the
velocity of rotation.



Replace the upper motor with a 5-phase stepper motor in order to reduce
the noise introduced by the platform.



Design a counterweight in the pan/tilt platform to improve the stability of
the rotary platform.



Two more ground support points for the structure can also improve the
stability of the platform.



Removing one shaft coupler and replacing the shaft with a longer one
can improve the overall stability of the platform.



Improve the subjection system of the smartphone to the platform.



Implement the third axis of rotation, this axis must not necessarily be full
rotation, just with a 90º rotation on the payload platform the third axis
could be calibrated.

In addition, the following software tasks are proposed to add capabilities to the
platform.


To improve the characterisation of the platform another procedure should
be implemented in order to calculate its misalignment.



The ability of the system to storage the acquired data into a SD card with
the use of the microcontroller. In addition, the system could acquire the
data directly from the IMU.



Calibrate other types of IMU with the platform in order to make a deeper
evaluation. In addition, the platform can be introduced in a climate
chamber to calibrate the inertial sensors in terms of temperature.



Another platform case of use can also be a gimbal, with the IMU data
stabilising its position.



Include additional external control systems to have encoders redundancy
checking.
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ANNEX 1: HARDWARE DESIGN
The hardware design has been divided in 4 parts: slip ring design, tilt motor
design, pan motor and TH slip ring design and improvements.


Slip ring design:

This is the design to attach the slip ring to the platform and allow the wired
communication with the IMU.

Figure 48. Superior slip ring mount

As seen in the Figure 48 the slip ring is attached to the platform thanks to the
slip ring mount designed. To allow the rotation and wiring, a shaft coupler is
attached to the slip ring holding both the slip ring shaft and an aluminium tube,
and the set screw hub is holding the aluminium tube.


Tilt motor design:

This is the design to attach the tilt motor to the platform and transmit the torque
(Figure 49).

Figure 49. Tilt motor attachment
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First of all the Motor mount allows the motor to be fixed to the platform, then a
shaft coupler transmits the torque to the standoff, which is fixed to tilt the
platform.


Pan motor and TH slip ring design:

This is the design to attach the pan motor to the platform and transmit the
torque through the TH slip ring and allow the wiring to rotate (Figure 50).

Figure 50. Pan motor and TH slip ring mount.

As well as the upper motor, the bottom motor mount allows the tilt motor to be
fixed to the bracket and shaft coupler holds the motor shaft and the ¼” shaft
which goes through the slip ring and is attached to the tilt platform.


Improvements:

The initial design did not allow a proper rotation on both axes because the
screw did not provide enough friction to allow the rotation in both directions.
Therefore a new design was implemented. The first modification has been
adding a set screw hub with a shaft as seen in the Figure 51 and Figure 52.
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Figure 51. Upper Set screw hub

Figure 52. Lower Set screw hub

To farther improve the stability of the platform, a new 3D printed piece was
designed. This element (Figure 53) improved the fixing of the TH slip ring so it
cannot move neither in the vertical axis nor the horizontal axis, drastically
reducing the platform vibrations.
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Figure 53. 3D printed TH slip ring fixing

The TH slip ring is fixed to the U piece designed, which raises the TH slip ring,
for the static wiring, and fixes it to the bracket.
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ANNEX 2: OTHER HARDWARE COMPONENTS
This are the rest of the components bought and designed for the platform:
-

Nema 17 mounts: Adaptor for the motor.
Triple Bracket: Bracket to attach the motor.
90º Hub bracket: To attach the triple bracket to the Base.
¼” shaft : To enlarge the motor shaft in order to pass through the
TH slip ring
Aluminium tube: To communicate the small slip ring with the IMU.
Set Screw hub: to attach the aluminium tube.
Shaft couplers: to adapt the motor shaft and the ¼” shaft, and the
slip ring shaft and the aluminium tube
Quad Hub mount: to attach the shaft to the platform.

Figure 54. Images of the selected components from Servocity

In addition, some other necessary components have been designed in order to
attach the elements in the custom platform.

U shape: Necessary element to attach the TH slip
ring to the triple bracket. This element has been manufactured
using a 3D printer.

Figure 55. U-shape

IMU base (15cm x 15cm) : An aluminium platform
required to attach the IMU sensor to the pan/tilt platform.
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Figure 56. IMU base

Slip ring mount: A methacrylate element whose
function is to attach the slip ring to the pan/tilt platform.

Figure 57. Slip ring mount

TH slip ring support: Element to
improve the stability of the axis of rotation. This
element has been manufactured using a 3D
printer.

Figure 58. TH slip ring support

Platform base: A methacrylate base
where the whole elements of the platform are attached
on.

Figure 59. Platform base

Cell phone IMU base (15cm x 6cm):
Aluminium base designed to attach a cell phone
holder to the platform.

Figure 60. Cell phone IMU base
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ANNEX 3: ROTARY PLATFORM BUDGET
These are the prices of all the components bought and designed for the
platform.
Table 25. Budget

Servocity
Component

Quantity

Price per
unit

Total price

Stepper Motor Mounts

2

6,58 €

13,16 €

Flat Triple Channel Bracket

1

2,19 €

2,19 €

90° Hub Mount Bracket A

4

5,26 €

21,06 €

Set Screw Shaft Couplers 1/4” to 5mm

2

4,39 €

8,78 €

1/4" Precision D-Shafting 2,75"

1

1,66 €

1,66 €

Set Screw Shaft Couplers 1/4” to 1/4"

1

4,39 €

4,39 €

6-32 Aluminium Standoffs (Round)
0,375"

1

0,30 €

0,30 €

6-32 Aluminium Standoffs (Round) 0,5"

1

0,33 €

0,33 €

Center Hole Adaptors (1 pack de 4)

1

1,75 €

1,75 €

90° Quad Hub Mount D

1

5,26 €

5,26 €

0.770" Set Screw Hubs 3/8"

1

4,39 €

4,39 €

3/8" Hollow Aluminium Tubing 2"

1

0,87 €

0,87 €

Set Screw Shaft Couplers 5/16" to 3/8"

1

4,39 €

4,39 €

8

0,13 €

1,05 €

4

0,13 €

0,53 €

8

0,15 €

1,2 €

DRV8825

4

10,74 €

42,96 €

Platform Pan/tilt

1

57,78 €

57,78 €

D-shaft 3"L x 1,4"D

1

1,87 €

2,24 €

0.77'' Mount Set Screw Hub - 1/4'' Bore

2

4,68 €

5,62 €

Set Screw Shaft Couplers (1/4" to 1/4")

1

4,68 €

5,62 €

Arduino Mega

1

30 €

30 €

Slip ring through hole

1

82,72 €

82,72 €

Slip ring

1

18,5 €

18,5 €

6-32 Flat Head Phillips Machine
Screws 3/8"
6-32 Flat Head Phillip Machine
Screw 9/16"
6-32 Pan Head Phillips Machine
Screws 9/16"
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3D Slip ring elevation

1

32,67 €

32,67 €

3D Slip ring support

2

22,10 €

44,21 €

PCB

1

71,01 €

Total mailing services cost

132,95 €

TOTAL COST

860,67€
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ANNEX 4: PCB DESIGN
The following figure shows the PCB design. It can be observed the different
connectors and the pinout.

Figure 61. PCB board
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The following figure represents the schematic diagram of the PCB.

Figure 62. PCB schematic
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ANNEX 5: DETAILED DIAGRAM DESIGN
This annex describes the pin to pin connections:

 Arduino – encoder down
A1

E1

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

2

IN

2

A-phase output +

3

IN

4

B-phase output +

18

IN

6

Z-phase output +

E1

ENCODER DOWN

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

2

A-phase output +

2

RED

4

B-phase output +

4

GREEN

6

Z-phase output +

6

YELLOW

 Arduino – motor down
ARDUINO

DRV_1

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

8

OUT

10

STEP

9

OUT

9

DIRECTION

GND

OUT

8

GND

DRV_1

C1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

+12V

1

+12V

2

GND

2

GND
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DRV_1

M1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

3

B2

1

B2

4

B1

3

B1

5

A1

4

A1

6

A2

6

A2

M1

Motor down

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

1

B2

1

BLUE

3

B1

3

RED

4

A1

4

BLACK

6

A2

6

GREEN

 Arduino – encoder up
A1

S1

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

19

IN

4

A-phase output +

20

IN

5

B-phase output +

21

IN

6

Z-phase output +

S1

Green connector

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

4

A-phase output +

6

BLACK

5

B-phase output +

7

GREEN

6

Z-phase output +

8

WHITE

Green connector

Encoder up

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

6

BLACK

2

RED

7

GREEN

4

GREEN

8

WHITE

6

YELLOW
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 Arduino – motor up

A1

DRV_2

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

10

OUT

10

STEP

11

OUT

9

DIRECTION

GND

OUT

8

GND

DRV_2

C2

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

+12V

1

+12V

2

GND

2

GND

DRV_2

S1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

3

B2

7

B2

4

B1

8

B1

5

A1

9

A1

6

A2

10

A2

S1

Green connector

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

7

B2

1

BROWN

8

B1

2

SILVER

9

A1

3

GREY

10

A2

4

BLUE-WHITE

Green connector

Motor up

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

1

BROWN

6

GREEN

2

SILVER

4

BLACK

3

GREY

3

RED

4

BLUE-WHITE

1

BLUE
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 Jumpers - Arduino

J1

A1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

1

+5V

7

IN

J2

A1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

DIRECTION

1

+5V

6

IN

 Arduino - IMU

A1

S1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

14

TX

12

TX

15

RX

11

RX

S1

Green connector

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

12

TX

12

ORANGE

11

RX

11

RED-WHITE

Green connector

Slipring up

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

COLOR

12

ORANGE

BLUE

11

RED-WHITE

RED
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 Power - Drivers
P_IN

DRV_1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

GND

2 and 8

GND

2

+5V

11

SLEEP

2

+5V

12

RESET

3

+12V

1

Vin

P_IN

DRV_2

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

GND

2 and 8

GND

2

+5V

11

SLEEP

2

+5V

12

RESET

3

+12V

1

Vin

 Power - Arduino
P_IN

A1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NAME

FUNCTION

1

GND

GND

GND

3

+12V

Vin

Vin

 Power – encoder up
P_IN

S1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

GND

2

GND

2

+5V

3

+5V
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S1

Green connector

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

2

GND

9

BLUE

3

+5V

5

RED

Green connector

Encoder up

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

9

BLUE

1

BLACK

5

RED

8

WHITE

 Power – encoder down
P_IN

E1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

GND

1

GND

2

+5V

8

+5V

E1

Encoder down

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

1

GND

1

BLACK

8

+5V

8

WHITE

 Power – IMU
P_IN

S1

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

1

GND

2

GND

3

+12V

1

+12V

S1

Green connector

PIN NUMBER

FUNCTION

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

2

GND

9

BLUE

1

+12V

10

YELLOW
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Green connector

Slipring up

PIN NUMBER

COLOR

COLOR

9

BLUE

BLACK

10

YELLOW

YELLOW

